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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament IV 

Written by Michael Kearney 

Round I 

 

TU1: From what Latin verb, with what meaning, are “toil” and “obtuse” derived?               

TUNDO, TO BEAT 

B1: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, is “somber” derived?      UMBRA, GHOST 

B2: From what Latin adjective, with what meaning, is “fade” derived?       VAPIDUS, FLAT 

 

TU2: Translate the following sentence from Latin to English: carmine perfecto, Horatius ab 

Augusto laudatus est.               

THE POEM HAVING BEEN COMPLETED, HORACE WAS PRAISED BY AUGUSTUS 

B1: Now try: Dis inimicis, Aeneas ad Italiam accedere non poterat. 

THE GODS HOSTILE, AENEAS WAS NOT ABLE TO APPROACH ITALY 

B2: Now try: Militibus discedentibus omnes cives ob timorem fugiebant. 

THE SOLDIERS DEPARTING, ALL THE CITIZENS WERE FLEEING ON ACCOUNT OF 

FEAR 

 

TU3: Driven crazy when he tried to marry, what youth castrated himself and committed suicide, 

turning into a pine tree?         ATTIS 

B1: What daughter of the river Sangarius had given birth to Attis?     NANA 

B2: At what city, from which his bride was set to come, was Attis buried?       PESSINUS 

 

TU4: What author, for whom Pliny paid passage back to his native Bilbilis, wrote a collection of 

twelve books of epigrams?                        MARTIAL 

B1: What “gifts for guests” intended for Saturnalia became Book 13 of the epigrams? XENIA 

B2: At what town had Martial owned a farm?                NOMENTUM 

 

TU5: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: pert, 

covert, overt, aperture?                      COVERT (operio)  

B1: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: striate, 

street, stray, consternation?           STRIATE (others sterno) 

B2: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: victual, 

viand, vive, vial?                                                                                                                      VIAL 

 

TU6: What name is given to the slaves born in a familia?                      VERNAE 

B1: Into what groups of ten were slaves divided?                  DECURIAE 

B2: What was the common-law marriage of slaves known as?  `    CONTUBERNIA 

 

TU7: For the verb loquor, give the first person plural imperfect subjunctive.   LOQUEREMUR 
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B1: Make that form present.                                        LOQUAMUR 

B2: For the verb adulor, give the second person plural pluperfect subjunctive.          

ADULATI ESSETIS 

 

TU8: What man, of whom Pythagoras was supposedly a reincarnation, had a truly unfailing 

memory and served as the herald of the Argonauts?               AETHALIDES 

B1: What nurse reminded the Lemnian women that they needed to reproduce with the 

Argonauts, lest their civilization die out?              POLYXO 

B2: What queen of the Lemnians thus acceded and had two children by Jason?   HYPSIPYLE 

 

TU9: aurum : aureus :: salix : _______?                            SALIGNEUS 

B1: aurum : aureus :: later : _______?                LATERICIUS 

B2: aurum : aureus :: currus : _______?           CURULIS 

 

TU10: Damon, Meliboeus, and Daphnis are characters in what short work in 829 hexameters and 

ten poems by Vergil?                           THE ECLOGUES/BUCOLICS 

B1: What Eclogue of Vergil predicts the birth of a child who will witness a new and happy 

cosmic age?                                                                                                                        FOURTH 

B2: What two Eclogues of Vergil are dedicated to Cornelius Gallus?               SIX and TEN 

 

TU11: What Brittanic chieftain, who had subdued the Trinovantes in Essex, was Caesar’s chief 

opponent in 54 B.C?                                                       CASSIVELAUNUS 

B1: In 53 BC, what Roman commander was besieged by the Nervii, but was relieved by a forced 

march from Caesar’s quarters at Samarobriva (modern day Amiens)?                 Q. CICERO 

B2: What leader of the Arverni destroyed Caesar’s aura of invincibility with a victory at 

Gergovia but lost to Caesar in 52?                    VERCINGETORIX 

 

TU12: Differentiate in meaning between comes and cometes.       COMRADE and COMET 

B1: Differentiate in meaning between heres and heros.                      HEIR and HERO 

B2: Differentiate in meaning between the adjective and noun truncus. 

 MUTILATED and TRUNK 

 

TU13: Named the best elegist by Quintilian, what author fell into disgrace through haughtiness 

as the first praefectus Aegypti and committed suicide?          CORNELIUS GALLUS 

B1: What work of Gallus comprised of four books of elegies?           AMORES 

B2: According to Vergil, of what poet, of which the Neoterics were “singers,” was Gallus an 

admirer?                                                       EUPHORION (Neoterics were cantores Euphorionis) 

 

TU14: Name the emperors who directly preceded and succeeded Commodus. 

MARCUS AURELIUS and PERTINAX 
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B1; Name the emperors who directly preceded and succeeded Caracalla. 

SEPTIMIUS SEVERUS and MACRINUS 

B2: Name the emperors who directly preceded and succeeded Decius. 

PHILIP THE ARAB and TREBONIANUS GALLUS 

 

TU15: Also known by the Greeks as Deo, what goddess attempted to make Demophoon 

immortal by placing him in the fire at night?                       DEMETER 

B1: Based on what I remember of novice finals at Emory, Noah Harris probably enjoys that 

myth. By what name did Demeter call herself when she was disguised as an old woman?  

                                                                                                                           DOSO 

B2: Earlier on her journey, what specific drink did Demeter receive from a kindly woman, 

though she only received abuse from her son?                        KYKEON 

 

TU16: Welcome back to the Roman iPod. There’s definitely a better name for that, but it’s 10 

p.m. and I couldn’t be bothered. What Ed Sheeran song, near top of the charts as I write this 

question, might be known to the Romans as Figura Tui?            THE SHAPE OF YOU 

B1: What Kendrick song could be known as Humilis?                                HUMBLE. 

B2: What catchy song could be known as Felicitationes?          CONGRATULATIONS 

 

TU17: What didactic work, inspired by a Greek poem by Archestratus, concerns gastronomy and 

is the first attested Latin poem in hexameters?                HEDYPHAEGETICA 

B1: What work of Ennius is a mock epic in Ionic tetrameters?                            SOTA 

B2: What celebratory poem of Ennius honors the victor at Zama?                         SCIPIO 

B3: What work of Ennius translates as “Speech of Exhortation?”           PROTREPICUS 

 

TU18: One of the organizers of victory in the Second Samnite War, what aged man gave a 

rousing speech in front of the Senate to convince them not to abandon Southern Italy to Pyrrhus? 

APPIUS CLAUDIUS (CAECUS) 

B1: What ambassador attempted to negotiate a peace with the Romans but returned only with the 

news that the Senate was “an assembly of kings?”              CINEAS 

B2: What Carthaginian ambassador, suspecting that Pyrrhus might be planning to attack them in 

the interests of the Sicilian Greeks, made an offer which the Romans accepted?            MAGO 

 

TU19: What creatures, who were riginally an uncivilized tribe in the mountains of Magnesia, got 

drunk and tried to carry off the Lapith women at the wedding of Pirithous?    CENTAURS 

B1: Which of the centaurs incited them to carry off the women?                 EURYTION 

B2: What man was the father of both Pirithous and the centaurs?                          IXION 

 

TU20: Translate the following sentence into Latin: They pitched camp ten feet from the wall. 

CASTRA DECEM PEDES A MURO POSUERUNT 
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B1: Translate the following sentence into Latin: They asked Caesar for help. 

A CAESARE PETIVERUNT AUXILIUM/CAESAREM ROGAVERUNT AUXILIUM 

B2: Now translate that same sentence into Latin, using a different verb.                   SEE ABOVE 
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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament IV 

Written by Michael Kearney 

Round II 

 

TU1: I don’t actually like solo teen heartthrob artists, but their songs are remarkably simple to 

translate into Latin. What song on a debut album would be known as Signum temporum? 

                                                                                                           SIGN OF THE TIMES 

B1: What massively overplayed song would be known as Propinquior?                     CLOSER 

B2: Another heartthrob artist. What Ed Sheeran song would be known as Arx in Collo?          

CASTLE ON A HILL 

 

TU2: Honored at Athens under the name Eurygyges, what son of Minos won all the contests at 

the Panathenaic games but was killed when fighting the Marathonian Bull?           ANDROGEUS 

B1: What son of Minos drowned in a vat of honey, but was rescued by the seer Polyeidus?            

GLAUCUS 

B2: What son of Minos was the grandfather of Menelaus, whose funeral Menelaus was attending 

when Paris carried off Clytemnestra?                                             CATREUS 

 

TU3: At what battle, which the Romans fought after a morning march and a midday meal, did ⅔ 

of Valens’ army fall to the Goths?                            ADRIANOPLE 

B1: What brother of Valens held control of the West?                      VALENTINIAN  

B2: Where did Valentinian have his court?                     MEDIOLANUM/MILAN 

B3: Earlier in their reigns, those who favored the house of Constantine supported what usurper, 

who quickly took over Bithynia and Thrace before his execution? He shares his name with a 

Greek who wrote a “secret” history of Justinian’s reign.                PROCOPIUS 

 

TU4: Give the Latin and English for the abbreviation sc.       

SCILICET, NAMELY/IT IS PERMITTED TO KNOW 

B1: Give the Latin and English for the abbreviation l.s.      

LOCUS SIGILLI, THE PLACE OF THE SEAL 

B2: Give the Latin and English for the abbreviation S.T.T.L.   

SIT TIBI TERRA LEVIS, MAY THE EARTH BE LIGHT UPON YOU 

 

TU5: What man was buried at Pieria except for his head which, along with his lyre, floated 

across the sea to Lesbos?                                    ORPHEUS 

B1: Down what river did Orpheus’ head first float?                                  HAEMUS 

B2: Who gathered the scattered pieces of Orpheus’ body and buried them at his home in Pieria? 

THE MUSES 
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TU6: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Book 1 of Ovid’s Metamorphoses: 

pulchra verecundo suffuderat ora rubore.                                       METONYMY 

B1: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Book 1 of Vergil’s Aeneid: Interea 

magno misceri murmure pontum.             ALLITERATION 

B2: Identify the rhetorical device in this phrase, excluding alliteration and assonance: Prora in 

portam navigavit.                                                  SYNECDOCHE 

 

TU7: Translate the following sentence from Latin to English: Regina milites in provinciam 

mittet qui incolas terreant.       

 THE QUEEN WILL SEND SOLDIERS INTO THE PROVINCE TO TERRIFY THE 

INHABITANTS 

B1: Now translate this sentence from Latin to English: Roman veneram ubi auxilium ab 

amicis peterem.   I HAD COME TO ROME WHERE I MIGHT SEEK HELP FROM FRIENDS 

B2: Now translate this sentence from Latin to English: Eamus quo laeti sint.  

LET US GO TO WHERE WE ARE HAPPY 

 

TU8: Who staked his chances for a consulship on a general cancelling of debts, but having lost, 

attempted to overthrow the republic with a group of aristocrats and disaffected veterans?            

(L. SERGIUS) CATILINA/E 

B1: At what battle were Catiline and his forces defeated by Marcus Petreius?      PISTORIA 

B2: What Gallic tribe had released damning information to Cicero, largely causing Catiline’s 

demise?                                                                                                          ALLOBROGES 

 

TU9: What author, who moonlighted as a painter, authored twelve cothurnatae, including 

Niptra and Dulorestes?                                                                                                  PACUVIUS 

B1: At what city, also the home of Livius Andronicus, did Pacuvius die?              TARENTUM  

B2: What praetexta did Pacuvius write in honor of the victory at Pydna in 168 B.C.?               

PAULLUS 

B3: At what age did Pacuvius die?                                                                                 90  

 

TU10: Give the comparative and superlative for the adverb ultra.      ULTERIOR, ULTIMUS 

B1: Give the comparative and superlative for the adverb prae.       PRIOR, PRIMUS 

B2: Give the comparative and superlative for the adjective iuvenis.   

IUNIOR/MINOR NATU, MAXIMUS NATU 

 

TU11: What son of Triopas, ignoring the groans of the dryad nymph, cut down an oak tree that 

grew in a grove sacred to Demeter?             ERYSICHTHON 

B1: What daughter of Erysichthon received the gift of shape-shifting from Poseidon?               

MESTRA 

B2: How did Erysichthon die?     
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CONSUMED HIS OWN FLESH (HAVING BEEN PUNISHED WITH INSATIABLE 

HUNGER) 

 

TU12: What leader, eventually suppressed by Julius Severus, led a revolt in Judaea during the 

reign of Hadrian?                                                                                       SIMON BAR KOKHBA 

B1: What sparked the revolt?           

HADRIAN TRIED TO PLACE STATUE (OF JUPITER OPTIMUS MAXIMUS) IN TEMPLE 

B2: At what fortress did Bar Kokhba take refuge and the Romans lay siege to for three and a half 

years?                                                                                                                                    BETAR 

 

TU13: Quid Anglice significat sepultura?                                                           BURIAL 

B1: Quid Anglice significat exsequiae?                   FUNERAL PROCESSION 

B2: Quid Anglice significat nex?         DEATH, MURDER, ETC. 

 

TU14: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: 

refute, futile, foundry, refuse?                REFUTE (others from fundo) 

B1: Which of the following, if any, is not derived from the same Latin root as the others: 

caricature, charge, carpet, career?                            CARPET (carpo) 

B2: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, are the others derived?   CARRUS, WAGON 

 

TU15: Though he wrote both rarely and slowly (raro et tarde), what friend of Thrasea Paetus 

produced six satires, some of the hardest Latin in existence?                      PERSIUS 

B1: Where was Persius born?                          VOLATERRAE/VOLTERRA 

B2: Of what did Persius die?                          STOMACH AILMENT 

 

TU16: When asked for her dearest wish by Zeus, what woman responded: “I wish to remain a 

virgin,” thus thwarting his advances?                                                  SINOPE 

B1+B2: For five points each, name both other gods, one of Olympus and one a river, who 

pursued Sinope and were summarily rebuffed.              APOLLO and HALYS 

 

TU17: Listen carefully to the following passage, taken from Caesar’s Bellum Civile, which I 

will read twice, and answer in English the question that follows: at sunt qui vos hortentur, ut a 

nobis desciscatis. quid enim est illis optatius quam uno tempore et nos circumvenire et vos 

nefario scelere obstringere? aut quid irati gravius de vobis sentire possunt, quam ut eos 

prodatis, qui se per vos perisse existimant? an vero in Hispania res gestas Caesaris non 

audistis? duos pulsos exercitus, duos superator duces, duas receptas provincias? 

The question: What are some encouraging Caesar to do?   TO DESERT THE OTHERS 

B1: What are those trying simultaneously to do?    

BETRAY THE OTHERS and IMPLICATE CAESAR IN A WICKED CRIME 

B2: Name two things which Caesar accomplished in Spain. 
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TWO DEFEATED ARMIES, TWO LEADERS OVERCOME, TWO PROVINCES TAKEN 

 

TU18: Sometimes called Vitae, what collection of biographies by Nepos contains sections for 

different professional categories?                                  DE VIRIS ILLUSTRIBUS 

B1: In what year, the same as Caesar, was Nepos born?                         100 B.C. 

B2: What universal history of Nepos in 3 books, mentioned by Catullus in his opening poem, is 

now lost to us?                                                                                                               CHRONICA 

 

TU19: What type of slave was an atriensis?                                                          BUTLER 

B1: What type of slave was an ornator?                                                       CLEANER 

B2: What Latin term refers to how slaves were things, not people?   

INSTRUMENTUM VOCALE 

 

TU20: Translate the following sentence from Latin to English: Hostes oppugnatum patriam 

nostram veniunt.                           THE ENEMIES COME TO ATTACK OUR FATHERLAND 

B1: Now translate this sentence to English: Deos superat–si hoc fas est dictu. 

HE SURPASSES THE GODS, IF IT IS RIGHT TO SAY 

B2: Now translate: Häs litteräs redditum ïrï putäbam.  

I THOUGHT THAT THIS LETTER WAS GOING TO BE RETURNED 
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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament IV 

Written by Michael Kearney 

Round III 

 

TU1: After defending the maiden Eeriboea, what youth proved his paternity by retrieving the 

ring of Minos from the sea?                                                                     THESEUS 

B1: What sign did Minos receive from Zeus to prove his paternity?      

(THUNDER AND) LIGHTNING 

B2: What other object was Theseus able to retrieve from under the sea?          

CROWN (OF AMPHITRITE) 

 

TU2: Encouraged by Rome’s example to seek freedom from the Etruscans, at what battle of 506 

B.C. did other Latin cities, with help from Aristodemus of Cumae, defeat the forces of Lars 

Porsenna?                                                                                                            ARICIA 

B1: What son of Lars Porsenna commanded the Etruscans at Aricia?     ARRUNS (PORSENNA) 

B2: What leader of Aricia did Superbus have framed and killed at the meeting of Latin Leaders 

at Grove of Ferentina?                                              TURNUS HERDONIUS 

 

TU3: What author, who lived from 61-113 A.D, authored ten books of largely posed 

correspondence, including letters to Trajan?          PLINY THE YOUNGER 

B1: What author served as Pliny’s teacher of rhetoric?                          QUINTILIAN 

B2: Whom did Pliny prosecute with Tacitus on charges of malfeasance in Africa?            

MARIUS PRISCUS 

B3: What did Pliny call his two villas overlooking Lake Como?      TRAGEDY AND COMEDY 

 

TU4: For what is the form homost an abbreviation?                             HOMO EST 

B1: For what is the form eccum an abbreviation?                             ECCE EUM 

B2: For what is the form vin an abbreviation?                          VISNE 

 

TU5: Using a subjunctive, say in Latin: What ought I prefer to say?  QUID MALIM DICERE? 

B1: Make that subjunctive imperfect.                                                        MALLEM 

B2: Give the corresponding form for nolo.                       NOLLEM 

 

TU6: What author, who was initiated into the mysteries of Osiris and Isis, was appointed the 

chief priest in Africa on the basis of his Florida and Apologia?        APULEIUS 

B1: What novel in eleven books was Apuleius’ magnum opus?   

ASINUS AUREUS/GOLDEN ASS/METAMORPHOSEON LIBRI/METAMORPHOSES 

B2: An excursus on what couple makes up Book 4 of the Asinus Aureus?        

CUPID AND PSYCHE 
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TU7:  Together with Licinius Crassus, Mucius Scaevola, and Appius Claudius Pulcher, what 

Roman drafted a landmark land law which called for not citizen to hold over 500 iugera?     

TIBERIUS GRACCHUS 

B1: What distinction had Gracchus achieved during the Third Punic War?      

FIRST OVER WALL AT CARTHAGE 

B2: What Greek tutor and Stoic instructor played a large role in Tiberius’ early life?       

DIOPHANES & BLOSSIUS 

 

TU8: What use of the dative case is found in the following sentence: Nihil est tam nātūrae 

aptum.                                                                                                                  W/ ADJECTIVES 

B1: What use of the dative case is found in the following sentence: Mihi dēlīberātum et 

cōnstitūtum est.                                                      AGENT (W/ PF. PS. PCP., yes this is a thing) 

B2: What use of the dative case is found in the following sentence: Suō sibi servit patrī.              

ETHICAL 

 

TU9: What king of Calydon, who received the gift of vine culture from Dionysus for his 

hospitality, killed his son Toxeus for jumping over a ditch?                       OENEUS 

B1: Realizing that Dionysus had designs on his wife, Althaea, Oeneus went away for a few days. 

What child was conceived in the meantime?                              DEIANEIRA 

B2: One time when he was sacrificing to the gods for the harvest, Oeneus forgot which deity, 

causing the affair of the Calydonian boar?                       ARTEMIS 

 

TU10: Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice, and answer in Latin the 

question that follows: Cum Hebraeî in potestâte essent Philistaeôrum, et ab illîs 

affligerentur, nâtus est Samsôn, futûrus ultor hostium. hujus mâter diû sterilis fuerat, sed 

eî Angelus Dominî apparuit, praedîxitque eam paritûram fîlium, quî cîvês suôs in 

lîbertâtem aliquandô vindicâret. Ênixa puerum, nômen Samsônis eî indidit. Puer crêvit; 

intonsam habuit comam; nec vînum, nec sîceram bibit: incrêdibilî fuit corporis robôre; 

obvium leônem manû interfêcit. 

The question: Quis Samsoni apparuit?                                     ANGELUS DOMINI 

B1: Quid Samson habuit?                                    INTONSAM COMAM 

B2: Quae Samson non bibit?                                 NEC VINUM NEC SICERAM 

 

TU11: Which of the following prepositions does not take the same case as the others: 

secundum, pone, usque, coram?                                     CORAM 

B1: What does the preposition secundum mean?                    ACCORDING TO 

B2: What does the preposition pone mean?               BEHIND, IN THE REAR OF 

 

TU12: Differentiate in meaning between luctus and lucus.                GRIEF and GROVE 

B1: Differentiate in meaning between foris and follis.            DOOR and BELLOWS 
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B2: Differentiate in meaning between nex and nexus.       DEATH and FASTENING 

 

TU13: What man, who rescued the corpse of Patroclus with Menelaus, was second only to 

Teucer as an archer and won the contest of bowmen at Patroclus’ funeral games?    MERIONES 

B1: Meriones was a lieutenant of what Cretan?                           IDOMENEUS 

B2: Meriones gave Odysseus a helmet which originally belonged to which man?    AMYNTOR  

 

TU14: Attacked by the condottiere Xanthippus, at what battle of 255 BC were the invading 

Romans under Regulus roundly destroyed?                      CAPE ECNOMUS 

B1: Following what subsequent battle, in which the Carthaginian fleet was nearly wiped out, was 

two-thirds of the Roman fleet destroyed in a storm?                CAPE HERMAEUM  

B2: What base on Sicily was captured by the Romans in 254?               PANORMUS  

 

TU15: Give a Latin phrase which means “with all one’s might.”       

MANIBUS PEDIBUSQUE/TOTIS VIRIBUS/VELIS ET RAMIS 

B1: Give a Latin phrase which means “you’ve hit the nail on the head.” 

        REM ACU TETIGISTI/TANGERE ULCUS (to touch a sore) 

B2: Give a Latin phrase which means “tooth and nail.”  

UNGUIBUS ET ROSTRO (with claws and beak) 

 

TU16: What author, born in a Paelignian city, was educated by Arellius Fuscus and Porcius 

Latro but was exiled for an unfortunate carmen et error?                             OVID 

B1: How many wives did Ovid have?                             THREE 

B2: What was the name of his daughter, whom he had by his third wife?         PERILLA 

 

TU17: Filled with envy, what daughter of Cecrops tried to bar Hermes’ way to her sister’s 

bedchamber and was turned to stone?                  AGLAURUS/AGRAULUS 

B1: Aglaurus was trying to bar the way to what sister’s bedchamber?              HERSE 

B2: The pair of sisters had earlier betrayed Athena’s trust by spying on whom?    

ERICHTHONIUS 

 

TU18: “August,” “author,” and “augment” are all derived from what Latin verb, with what 

meaning?                                                                                                 AUGEO, TO INCREASE 

B1: “Maestro,” “master,” and “magistrate” are all derived from what Latin word, with what 

meaning?                                                                                                                 MAGIS, MORE 

B2: “Plunge,” “plummet,” and “plumber” are all derived from what Latin noun, with what 

meaning? 

                  PLUMBUM, 

LEAD 
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TU19: Though he claimed Ireland could be conquered by one legion, what governor of Britain 

did not invade, but did defeat the Caledonians in 84 AD at Mons Graupius?   

         AGRICOLA 

B1: What governor of Britain, who directly preceded Agricola, fortified Wales and defeated the 

Silures? 

FRONTINUS 

B2: What general led the first invasion of Britain and served as its first governor?           AULUS 

PLAUTIUS 

 

TU20: What author, consul suffectus upon the death of Verginius Rufus, authored an 

ethnographic treatise on the Germans together with his Agricola?     

              TACITUS 

B1: On what work of Pliny the Elder did Tacitus heavily draw for his Germania?         

 BELLA GERMANIAE/DE BELLO GERMANIAE 

B2: What work of Tacitus narrates the period from 69 to 96 AD?             

HISTORIAE 
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WJCL Summer Rounds—Tournament IV 

Written by Michael Kearney 

Semi-Final Round 

 

TU1: From what Latin adjective, with what meaning, is “mollusk” derived?      MOLLIS, SOFT 

B1: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, is “omelet” derived?  

LAMINA, (THIN) PLATE 

B2: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, is “mustard” derived?          

 MUSTUM, (UNFERMENTED) WINE 

 

TU2: Listen carefully to the following passage, excerpted from Catullus 3, which I will read 

twice as prose, and answer in Latin the question that follows: 

Lugete, o Veneres Cupidinesque, 

et quantum est hominum venustiorum: 

passer mortuus est meae puellae, 

passer, deliciae meae puellae, 

quem plus illa oculis suis amabat. 

nam mellitus erat suamque norat 

ipsam tam bene quam puella matrem... 

The question: Quae Veneres Cupidinesque facere debent?                     LUGERE 

B1: Quam puella bene nescit?                                  MATREM 

B2: What type of animal has died?                                            SPARROW 

 

TU3: What wealthy Corinthian was told by his grandfather Polyeidus that he would either die at 

home of disease or gloriously in the Trojan War?                                        EUCHENOR  

B1: By what Trojan was Euchenor killed?                             PARIS 

B2: What rich Sicyonian bought his way out of Troy with a fine mare?  ECHEPOLUS 

 

TU4: What dictator and six-time consul defeated an enormous Gaul in combat with the help of a 

raven, kicking off the first Samnite War?                 (M. VALERIUS) CORVUS 

B1: At what battle of 343 B.C. did this combat take place?                 MOUNT GAURUS 

B2: What small group on the northern border of Capua did the Samnites attack in 343, causing 

the war?                                                                                                                              SIDICINI 

B3: In 361, what Roman fought a gigantic Gaul and robbed him of his collar, earning his gens’ 

cognomen?                                                                                      (T. MANLIUS) TORQUATUS 

 

TU5: What author, born at Calagurris, describes duels between Patience and Anger, and Faith 

and Idolatry, in his work Psychomania?                            PRUDENTIUS 

B1: Prudentius refutes what orator’s plea to restore the Altar of Victory in two books?  

SYMMACHUS (IN SYMMACHUM) 
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B2: What work of Prudentius is a hexameter examination of the origin of sin?   

HAMARTIGENIA 

 

TU6: What use of the subjunctive is found in the following  sentence: Quis nāvigāvit quī nōn 

sē mortis perīculō committeret?                RELATIVE CLAUSE OF RESULT 

B1: What use of the subjunctive is found in this sentence, which I read in Latin class: Ita 

honōrēs petunt, quasi honestē vīxerint.                           COMPARISON 

B2: What use of the subjunctive is found in this sentence: Ut sint auxiliō suīs, subsistunt.            

PURPOSE 

 

TU7: Translate into English: Iuvenis cui pecuniam dedi e foro ruit. 

THE YOUTH TO WHOM I GAVE MONEY RUSHED OUT OF THE FORUM 

B1: Translate into English: Montes per quos iter faciebat erant altissimi. 

THE MOUNTAINS THROUGH WHICH HE WAS TRAVELLING WERE VERY HIGH 

B2: Translate into English: Pueri senem qui in foro errabat ad villam duxerunt. 

THE BOYS TOOK THE OLD MAN WHO WAS WANDERING IN THE FORUM TO HIS 

VILLA 

 

 

TU8: Odysseus and Menelaus placed a leopard skin over what Trojan elder’s door to protect him 

during the sack of Troy, since he had earlier protected them?                   ANTENOR 

B1: What city near Venice did Antenor possibly found after the war?             PADUA 

B2: What son of Antenor did Odysseus carry away from Troy on his back?    HELICAON 

 

TU9: In 87 BC, what consul broke with Sulla, joined with Marius, and marched against the city 

of Rome, where his troops massacred leading members of the aristocracy? 

         (CORNELIUS) CINNA 

B1: What other consul of 87 B.C. rallied in defense of the existing order and attempted to defend 

the city?                                                                                                                  CN. OCTAVIUS 

B2: What tribune of 88 B.C., who was a former associate of Livius Drusus, had proposed to 

transfer command of the Mithridatic War from Sulla to Marius?       (P.) SULPICIUS RUFUS 

 

TU10: What author, who addressed elegies to a pseudonymous Leucadia, authored an adaptation 

of Apollonius’ Argonautica and an epic on Caesar’s campaign of 58 B.C.?                        

VARRO OF ATAX/ATACINUS 

B1: What is the name of that epic?          BELLUM SEQUANICUM 

B2: What year, in which Sulla assumed the dictatorship, was Varro born?     82 BC 

 

TU11: What work of the Appendix Vergiliana, in which the author imitates Manilius, is 645 

hexameters treating the causes and phenomena of volcanoes?                AETNA 
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B1: What work of the Appendix Vergiliana is an epyllion on the love of Scylla for Minos? 

   CIRIS 

B2: What work of the Appendix Vergiliana is made up of fifteen short poems?     CATALEPTON 

 

TU12: Faced with enemies on all fronts, what king of Palmyra did Gallienus designate as 

imperator and give supreme command in the East?            ODAENATHUS 

B1: What son of Odaenathus was made king following his death, though he didn’t really rule? 

VABALLATHUS 

B2: Aurelian, who defeated the rolt of Zenobia, also defeated Tetricus and the Gallic Empire and 

what battle?                                                                                            CHALONS-SUR-MARNE 

B3: What rando Greek merchant-rebel, who shares his name with another rando usurper of 

Valentinian I, did Aurelian defeat in Egypt?                                      FIRMUS 

B4: What leader of the mint-workers led a revolt against Aurelian in Rome in 270 A.D?    

FELICISSIMUS 

 

TU13: Which of the Seven Against Thebes, who won the contests at Oedipus’ funeral games 

over all the Thebans, was killed at Thebes by Melannipus?                           MECISTEUS 

B1: Which of the Seven Against Thebes was a son of Atalanta and was killed at Thebes by 

Periclymenus?                                                                                                    PARTHENOPAUS 

B2: Whose sons comprised four of the seven defenders of Thebes during the attack?              

ASTACUS 

 

TU14: Supply the correct form of quisquis to translate the following sentence from English to 

Latin: to whomever much is given, much will be required.                        CUICUI 

B1: Now translate that sentence from English to Latin.   

CUICUI MULTUM DATUR/DATUS EST, MULTUM QUAERETUR (AB EO) 

B2: Supply both possible forms of quispiam to translate the following sentence from English to 

Latin: anything he does, turns to gold.                               QUIDPIAM/QUIPPIAM 

 

TU15: Say in Latin: Cicero was a man who would give his life for the republic.   

CICERO ERAT QUI VITAM PRO RE PUBLICA DARET 

B1: Now say in Latin: There is no one who would not fight for his homeland. 

NEMO EST QUIN PRO PATRIA PUGNET. 

B2: Now say in Latin: I have a book which you would love.  LIBRUM HABEO QUEM AMES 

 

TU16: Differentiate in meaning between lino and libo.                       TO DAUB and TO SIP 

B1: Differentiate in meaning between quaeso and quasso.            TO BEG and TO BRANDISH 

B2: Differentiate in meaning between rado and rodo.   TO SCRAPE and TO GNAW 
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TU17: Phemonoe was the first holder of what title, whose later bearers included Aristonice and 

Perallus?                                                                                                                              PYTHIA 

B1: What name was given to the Cumaean Sibyl in Vergil’s Aeneid?                 DEIPHOBE 

B2: What was the name of the original sibyl who lived near Troy?                     SIBYLLA 

 

TU18: Give the Latin and English for the abbreviation A.A.S. 

      ANNO AETATIS SUAE, IN THE YEAR OF HIS AGE 

B1: Give the Latin and English for the abbreviation D.O.M. 

    DEO OPTIMO MAXIMO, TO GOD THE BEST AND 

GREATEST 

B2: Give the Latin and English for the abbreviation h.a.           HOC ANNO, IN THIS YEAR 

 

TU19: For what war, which lasted from 192 to 188 B.C., did the Macedonians fight on the 

Roman side to defeat Antiochus III?       SELEUCID/SYRIAN WAR 

B1: What Rhodian admiral did the Romans defeat in the battle of Myonessus in 190 B.C.?  

POLYXENIDAS 

B2: What treaty of 188 ended the war?                                                                    APAMEA 

 

TU20: What author, a Roman knight who lived exactly the same years as Cicero, wrote mimes 

including “The Twins” and “The Fisherman?”                    LABERIUS 

B1: With what young freedman did Laberius compete for favor?   PUBLILIUS SYRUS 

B2: What city was Syrus from?                                   ANTIOCH 
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TU1: What king, whose ships provided the Greek forces with wine, gave an antique silver bowl 

to ransom Priam’s son Lycaon from Patroclus?                        EUNEUS 

B1: Who were Euneus’ parents?        JASON AND HYPSIPYLE 

B2: Which of the Greeks eventually killed Lycaon when he returned to the fray?     ACHILLES 

 

TU2: Sometimes, Latin nouns just can’t decide what they want to be. Give both genitive forms 

for the noun femur.                                                   FEMORIS/FEMINIS 

B1: Give both genitives for the noun penus, meaning “victuals.”        PENI/PENORIS 

B2: Give all three genitives for iecur.                     IECINORIS/IOCONORIS/IECORIS 

 

TU3: What Roman, after buying up a large amount of wheat during a famine and selling it at a 

low price to the people, was accused by Minucius Augurinus of collecting arms and intending to 

establish a monarchy? 

SPURIUS MAELIUS (this is in Livy 4.13-14 but also C&S, somewhat in footnotes) 

B1: Before what aged Roman dictator was Maelius summoned but failed to show up?     

CINCINNATUS 

B2: What magister equitum slew Maelius, after which his house was razed, his wheat 

distributed among the people, and his property confiscated?           

(GAIUS SERVILIUS) AHALA 

 

TU4: A native of Gaul whose father served under Julius Caesar, what author wrote the first 

universal history in Latin, in 44 books?                POMPEIUS TROGUS 

B1: What was the name of that work?       HISTORIAE PHILLIPICAE 

B1: What third-century author gives us an abbreviation of the work, which does not survive? 

 JUSTIN 

 

TU5: Translate into English: Cicero epistulam mittet quae dicat se venire. 

CICERO WILL SEND A LETTER TO SAY THAT HE IS COMING 

B1: Translate into English: Scitne quisquam in quo loco Cicero mortuus sit? 

DOES ANYONE KNOW WHERE CICERO DIED? 

B2: Translate into English: Aliquis Ciceroni persuasit ut Tusculi habitaret. 

SOMEONE PERSUADED CICERO TO LIVE IN TUSCULUM 

 

TU6: Differentiate in meaning between bis and bes.                                    TWICE and 2/3 

B1: Differentiate in meaning between nequiquam and nequaquam.  

IN VAIN and BY NO MEANS 
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B2: Differentiate in meaning between nimium and nimirum.   TOO GREAT and DOUBTLESS 

 

TU7: What did the Romans call the ‘triumphal’ or ‘commemorative’ arch?         FORNIX 

B1: What censor of 220 B.C. and later loser at Trasimene began the construction of a new Circus 

on the Campus Martius?                                 FLAMINIUS 

B2: What censor of 184 B.C. began the construction of the first basilica in Rome?           

CATO THE ELDER 

 

 

TU8: Killed by Pelias while still a boy, what son of Aeson by Alcimede was the younger brother 

of Jason?                                                    PROMACHUS 

B1: One of the Epigoni was also named Promachus -- which of the Seven Against Thebes was 

his father?                                                                                                           PARTHENOPAUS 

B2: What goddess had the epithet Promachus, meaning “champion?”                    ATHENA 

 

TU9: What author, raised to consular rank by Antoninus Pius, authored correspondence to 

Lucius Verus and Marcus Aurelius, as well as a vigorous attack on Christianity in front of the 

Senate?                                                                                                         FRONTO 

B1: At what African town was Fronto born?       CIRTA 

B2: The speech of Fronto occasioned what author’s Octavius?                MINUCIUS FELIX 

 

TU10: Quid Anglice significat surdus?                                    DEAF/INATTENTIVE 

B1: Quid Anglice significat campester?                                                                FLAT 

B2: Quid Anglice significat vafer?                                             SLY 

 

TU11: Translate to English: tuus magister vōs omnēs hortātur nē morēminī. 

YOUR TEACHER URGES US ALL NOT TO DELAY 

B1: Translate to English: ob gravem morbum nequeō potīrī negotiō in urbe Rōmā. 

ON ACCOUNT OF A GRAVE SICKNESS I AM UNABLE TO CONDUCT BUSINESS IN 

THE CITY OF ROME 

B2: Translate to English: centurio scīvit quomodo decima legio cōnsequerētur hostēs 

fugientēs. 

THE CENTURION KNEW HOW THE TENTH LEGION WAS FOLLOWING THE FLEEING 

ENEMIES 

 

TU12: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Catullus 12: Marrucine Asini, 

manu sinistra non belle uteris in ioco atque vino.                 HENDIADYS (in ioco atque vino) 

B1: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Book 1 of Vergil’s Aeneid: Quos ego—

sed motos praestat componere fluctus.               APOSIOPESIS (interruption) 
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B2: Identify the rhetorical device in this line, taken from Book 1 of Vergil’s Aeneid: Et 

quisquam numen Iunonis adorate praeterea, aut supplex aris imponet honorem? (Juno 

wonders who is able to worship the divinity of Jupiter, when everyone already does?)  

                                                                                        IRONY 

 

TU13: What covered basket contained the utensils necessary for the offering to the gods at the 

wedding?                                                                                                                          CUMERA 

B1: Which boy, who carried the cumera, was required to have both of his parents living?         

CAMILLUS 

B2: What knot fastened the tunica recta of the bride?    NODUS HERCULANEUS 

 

TU14: What god appeared to the famous runner Pheiddipides and asked why the Athenians did 

not honor him, then came to their aid at Marathon soon after?                   PAN 

B1: Pan once lured what goddess into a forest with a white fleece?            SELENE 

B2: Although many classical writers thought Pan’s name derives from pan, meaning “all,” what 

does his name more likely mean?      HE WHO FEEDS (and equivalents) 

 

TU15: Please translate into Latin: If only I always had this same luck. 

UTINAM SEMPER HABEAM HANC EANDEM FORTUNAM 

B1: Now translate into Latin: Whoever follows me, I will love.       

AMABO QUEMQUE QUI ME SEQUITUR 

B2: Please decline idem in the masculine singular.        

IDEM/EIUSDEM/EIDEM/EUNDEM/EODEM 

 

TU16: What author, who was born at Gaza in Palestine, was the first recorded Christian poet and 

wrote a history of Israel to incarnation to anti-Christ?                         COMMODIAN 

B1: What was the name of that history?               CARMEN APOLOGETICUM 

B2: What other work of Commodian was comprised of two books of 80 poems total, in 

acrostics?                                                                                                              INSTRUCTIONES 

 

TU17: What daughter of Heracles sacrificed herself to aid the Heraclids against Eurystheus, as it 

had been prophesied that only the sacrifice of a high-born woman would secure victory?             

MACARIA 

B1: What leader had accepted the Heraclids and refused to give them up to Eurystheus?             

THESEUS 

B2: Where did the battle between the two sides take place -- it shares its name with an important 

battle in Greek History?                               MARATHON 

 

TU18: From what Latin verb, with what meaning, is the word “garrulous” derived?     

GARRIO, TO CHATTER 
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B1: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, are “hearse” and “rehearse” derived?  

HIRPEX, HARROW (like a rake) 

B2: From what Latin noun, with what meaning, is “jade” derived?                           ILIA, GUTS 

 

TU19:  Listen carefully to the following passage, spoken by Cupid in Book V of Apuleius’ 

Metamorphoses, which I will read twice, and answer in Latin the question that follows: “Psyche 

dulcissima et cara uxor, exitiabile tibi periculum minatur fortuna saevior, quod 

observandum pressiore cautela censeo. Sorores jam tuae mortis opinione turbatae 

tuumque vestigium requirentes scopulum istum protinus aderunt, quarum si quas forte 

lamentationes acceperis, neque respondeas immo nec prospicias omnino; ceterum mihi 

quidem gravissimum dolorem tibi vero summum creabis exitium.” 

The question: Quo aderunt sorores?                       (ISTUM) SCOPULUM 

B1: Quis periculum minatur?                                            (SAEVIOR) FORTUNA 

B2: Quid sibi Psyche creabit?  

SUMMUM EXITIUM (NOT GRAVISSIMUM DOLOREM) 

 

TU20: What emperor, who died an exile in 480, was the official Roman emperor of the west 

upon the Fall of Rome?                                                                                           JULIUS NEPOS 

B1: What emperor, the former Count of the Domestics, had Nepos previously deposed?         

GLYCERIUS 

B2: Where did Glycerius have his capital?                                RAVENNA 

 

 

 


